
24th July - 8th August 

Convenors Lucy Kehoe  

 

and 

     Sheena Tutt  



Farmer - Mr T. Owens 

Rhyderwen,  

Plwmp, Llandysul,  

Ceredigion, SA44 6BH  
 

Rhyderwen Farm is off the A487 between 

Plwmp and Synod Inn, not far from New Quay 

with its beaches and in easy reach of the 

Cambrain Mountains.  The Dyfi estuary 

Nature Reserve is not far.  There are plenty of 

places of interest to visit including the Centre 

for Alternative Technology at Machynlleth.  

We will have a folder of local information.  
 

The field is very gently sloping and has a 

stream along two sides.  There is loads of 

wood and water is nearby (maybe even in the 

field.  Earth lats and fire pits are no problem 

apart from digging! 
 

Site dues will be about £2 per adult   per night  

      £1 per non earner     “   “ 

      50p per child      “   “ 

 

If you would like to join a catering group please 

let us know, so we can put those that are  

interested intouch with each other. 



At the beginning of camp a camps 

council will form and decide a flexible 

programme.  Activities will include 

beach visits, gadget making, crafts, fire 

lighting, wide games, local exploration, 

BBQ and rest and relaxation.  Merrimoot 

will be the middle weekend.  

 

Please bring crafts to share and ideas 

of games for dry and wet weather. 

 

An overnight hike will be arranged 

subject to numbers and offer of leaders.  

Please contact Lucy or Sheena if you are 

interested to let them know when you 

will be at camp so you don’t miss out. 

 

Things to remember: 

1) Contact Lucy or Sheena to let them 

know you are thinking of coming with 

an idea of arrival date and how many 

of you. 

2) Ideas and equipment for activities 

3) Ideas for merrimoot 



Rhyderwen is shown in the centre of this 

map. 

The Farm is up a lane to the north of the 

A487 between Plwmp and Synod Inn. 

 

At the turning for the lane is a  stone with 

the word “Daffodils” on it. The Field is the 

second (I think) field on the left after the 

farm. 


